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Review: Mary Marcel (Washington, MO) Because the school hasn't started this school year yet, I can't give a student's reaction to this product. As for me, I think it's great!. I tried it on a teacher who teaches English in our seventh and eighth grades. She liked it, too, though she could not answer any of the riddles. She said she's never been good at riddles.
Then I showed her the materials that the students would use, and she too was impressed. I tried one of the puzzles on the first grade teacher. She got the right answer and agreed that it was a fun way to work with nouns. I plan to use this lesson on the first day of school to show that language is not always boring. I like the way vocabulary is explained and I'm
really interested to see how familiar students are with the values of the answers. I have found that many students have difficulty when non-literal meanings are used. Benefit from students' natural interest in playing words by using jokes and riddles to teach grammar and use lessons. Each lesson is followed by at least one practice page for students to
complete on their own. Topics include: Correct Nouns Personal Pronouns Verbs Help Verbs Comparative Adjectives Connections and More! Product Code TCR 3019 Manufacturer: Teacher Created Resources Stock image laugh and learn grammar pdf. laugh and learn grammar worksheets. 3019 laugh and learn grammar answers
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